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Suppose that G is a graph, and (si,t~) (1 <~i<~k) are pairs of vertices; and that 
each edge has a real-valued capacity (i>0), and that qi >~ 0 (1 ~< i~< k) are real- 
valued demands. When is there a flow for each i, between st and t~ and of value qi, 
such that the total flow through each edge does not exceed its capacity? Ford and 
Fulkerson solved this when k = 1, and Hu when k= 2. We solve it for general 
values of k, when G is planar and can be drawn so that sl,..., s , ,  tl,..., t k are all on 
the boundary of the infinite face. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = (//", E) be a graph (which means, in this paper, a finite undirected 
graph, possibly with multiple edges but without loops). Let (sl, ta) ..... (s,, t~) 
be pairs (not necessarily distinct) of vertices of G. Suppose that each edge 
e E E has a real-valued capacity w(e) >/0 and that qt (1 ~< i ~< k) are real- 
valued demands. When is the following statement rue? 
(I) For i <~ i <~ k there is a f low F~from s i to t io f  value qi, such that for 
each edge e E E, 
JFi(e)[ ~< w(e). 
i 
[Here IF~(e)l denotes the numerical value of the flow through e. Strictly 
speaking, Fi(e ) itself is not properly defined, because we have not oriented 
the edges of G.] This is called the multieommodityflow problem. 
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For a set X_  V, let 0(X) ___ E be the set of edges with one end in X and 
the other in V-X .  Let D(X)c  {1 ..... k} be 
{i: 1 <<, i <~ k, Isj, t i}NX--/ :O:/ :  Isi, t i}~(V-X)} .  
It is clear that if (1.1) is true, then the following connectivity condition 
holds. 
(1.2) For each X c_ V, 
~.~ w(e)>/ ~.~ qi. 
e~O(X) i~D(X) 
Ford and Fulkerson [1] proved that when k= 1, (1.2) is necessary and 
sufficient for (1.1); and Hu [2] proved the same thing when k = 2. They are 
not equivalent in general; a counterexample with k = 4 is given in Fig. 1, 
where w =- 1 and qt = 1 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). (Hu [2] gives a slightly larger coun- 
terexample with k = 3.) It will be seen that the graph of Fig. 1 is planar, but 
cannot be drawn so that s I ..... s4, tl,...,t4 are all on the boundary of the 
infinite region. 
Our main theorem is the following. 
(1.3) I f  G is planar and can be drawn in the plane so that s I ..... s k, 
t I ..... t k are all on the boundary o f  the infinite region, then (1.1) is equivalent 
to (1.2). 
To prove this, it suffices to deal with the case when w and q are rational- 
valued (by rational approximation); and hence it suffices to prove it when w 
s 2 = t 3 
s I t I 
s 4 = t 2 
FIGURE i 
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and q are integer-valued (by multiplying throughout by a common 
denominator). We shall in fact prove a stronger result; that under the 
hypotheses of (1.3), if (1.2) holds and w and q are integer-valued, then not 
only is (I.1) true but the flows F t in (1.1) may be chosen half-integer-valued; 
or equivalently, if w, q are even-integer-valued, then the F~ may be chosen 
integer-valued. 
Indeed, we shall prove this last conclusion under the weaker hypothesis 
that w, q are integer-valued and that for each X_c V, 
w(e) -  \~ z., qi (>/0) 
e~(X)  leD(X) 
is even. And to prove this, it suffices to deal with the case when w = 1 and 
q~ = 1 Vi (by suitable deletion of edges and addition of parallel edges to G, 
and by suitable removal and repetition of pairs (si, ti) ). Thus to prove (1.3) 
and these successive strengthenings of it, we must prove the following. 
(1.4) Suppose that G = (V, E) is a planar graph, and can be drawn in 
the plane so that the vertices ~ ..... s k, t~ ..... tk are all on the boundary of the 
infinite region; and suppose further that for each Xc_ V, ]O(X)I- ID(X)I is 
even and non-negative. Then there exist edge-disjoint paths P~ ..... Pk of G, 
such that Pi has ends s t, t i (1 ~< i ~< k). 
The proof is in the next section. In passing, let us mention the following 
rather similar theorem, appearing in [3]. It is an open problem to find a 
common generalization of this and (1.4). 
(1.5) Suppose that G=(V,E)  is a planar graph, and that F= 
{e~ ..... e~} ~ E. Let e~ have ends si, ti (1 <~ i <~ k). Suppose that every vertex 
of G has even valency. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) for every Xc  V, [c~(X)~F[ ~< J~9(X) -F J ,  
(ii) there exist edge-disjoint paths P~ ..... Pk of the graph (V, E -  F), 
such that Pi has ends s t, ti (I ~< i ~< k). 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We start with some easy lemmas. 
(2.1) Suppose that sl ..... s k, tl,..., t k are vertices of a graph G= (V,E). 
Then 
(i) IS(X)[- [D(X)[ is even for all X~_ V if and only if it is even for all 
Xc_ V with [X[ = 1. 
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(ii) if G is connected, I O(X)l - I D(X)I ~ o for all X c V if and only if it 
is >/O for all X c_ V with G IX and a l (V -X)  both connected. 
[G IX denotes the result of deleting all vertices in V -  X and their incident 
edges.] 
Proof The proof of (i) is obvious. To prove (ii) we use induction on 
[8(X)[. Assume that one of G IX, G I (V--X)  is not  connected, a lX say; 
and put X=X 1 U X z, where XI(~Xz=O~zXI,X2, and c~(X1)~ 
80(1) = 0. Then 
la(x)l = I a(X,)l + I a(X2)l 
and since G is connected, 80(0, O(X2):k 0;  thus 
and so by induction 
But 
and the result follows. 
I~(x~)l < IO(X)l (i = 1, 2) 
I~(X31 ~ ID(X31 (i = 1, 2). 
ID(X,)I + Io(x01 ~ ID(X)I 
(2.2) I f  X, X' ~_ V, then 
le(Xn 2e)l + [~(xu x')l = I ~(x)[ + I~(X')[- 21 ~(x -  2e) n~(x '  -X)l. 
A similar equality holds with D instead of 8. 
Proof Simple counting. 
Now we turn to the main proof. We proceed by induction on I E] . The 
result is certainly true when IEI = 0, because then s t = ti u and we therefore 
assume that I El > 0. We may assume that G is connected, and indeed 2- 
connected. (This is easier to see than to explain, and we leave it to the 
reader.) Thus (unless ]E[ = 1 and G~-K~, when the result is obvious) the 
boundary of the infinite region consists of a circuit C, which we regard as a 
subgraph of G. We also assume that k > 0, for otherwise the result is trivial. 
We say that X ~ V is critical if 18(X)] = I D(X)I and 8(X) contains just two 
edges of C. Thus if X is critical, then C[(V(C)~X)  and C I(V(C ) -X )  are 
both paths. 
(2.3) I f  O~Xc V and [O(X)[=ID(X)[, and both G[X and G[ (V -X)  
are connected, then X is critical. 
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Proof. We have ID(X)I=]c~(X)] > 0, since X~O,  V; and so 
CO(X) hE(C)~ O. But [CO(X)NE(C)[ is even and is ~<2 because of the 
planarity of G and the hypotheses that G I X and G [ (V -  X) are connected. 
(2.4) For some edge e EE(C) with ends a,b (say) and some j 
(1 <~ j <<. k ), there is no critical X c_ V with si, t~ q~ X and with X ~ {a, b } ~ 0. 
Proof. If no X_~ V is critical, this is certainly true, because E(C)--/= 0 
and k > 0. Assume then that there are critical sets, and choose X___ V, 
critical, with XA V(C) minimal. Choose e ECO(X)AE(C) and let e have 
ends a, b in X, V -X ,  respectively. Now cO(X):/: O, and [c0(X)[ = [D(X)[, and 
so D(X)~ O; thus there exists c E V(C) - -X  such that c = s i or t i for some 
i E D(X). Choose c with this property, such that the subpath of C from b to 
c not using a has minimum length. Choose j E D(X) so that c =s  t or tj (tj 
say). We claim that e, j satisfy Theorem (2.4). 
Suppose not, for a contradiction. Let X' be critical, with sj, t i~X '  and 
with X' ~ {a, b} 4: O. Then (X r -X )  n V(C) is included in the' set of vertices 
of the subpath of C between b and tj not using a, and so by choice of c, 
Hence by (2.2) 
D(X' - X) n D(X-  X') =0.  
]D(X NX')I  + ID(X U X')I = ID(X)I + ID(X')I 
= I CO(X)I + ICO(X')I 
= ICO(xnX')I + ICO(XU X')I 
+ 2 ICO(X- X') NCO(X' -- X)I. 
But ID(XnX')I<~ICO(xnX')I, and ID(XUX')I<~ICO(xux')I; and so 
equality occurs, and c0(X-X ' )  n CO(X' -X )  --- 0. In particular 
er and so X'A{a ,b}~{b},  that is, aEX' .  Thus 
XNX'N  V(C):/:O, and so c0(xnX' )  contains just two edges of E(C). 
Hence X~X'  is critical; but 
xnx '  n v(c)  =_ (xn  v(c))  - Is A, 
contrary to the minimality of XC3 V(C). This proves (2.4). 
Using (2.4) we can complete the inductive proof of the main theorem. Let 
some eEE(C)  and some j (1 <~j<~k) satisfy (2.4). For definiteness, we 
assume that j = k. Let the edges of e be a, b, labelled so that a, b, s k, t k occur 
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on C in the order. Let G' be (V, E -- {e}), and let k' = k + 1, and define 
s] ,..., s~,,, t] ..... t~,, by 
s~ = s~, t~ = ti 
! __  
Slk = Sk ,  t k - b, 
I I 
Sk+ 1 ~- a ,  tk+ 1 = t k.  
(1 ~ i~<k-  1), 
Let D', co' be the corresponding functions. Now by (2.1)(i), Ico'(X)l- ID'(X)] 
is even for all X_c V, and moreover G' can be drawn in the plane with 
s, , . . . ,sk , ,  . . . .  t~,..., tk, all on the boundary of the infinite region. If G' has k' 
edge-disjoint paths P'i  between s~ and t~ (1 ~< i ~< k'), then we may combine 
P~,, e, and P~,+I, to make a path of G between sk and t k which is still edge- 
disjoint from P'~ ..... P~,_ ~; and the theorem would be proved. We suppose for 
a contradiction that this is not the case. G' has fewer edges than G, and so 
by induction there exists X _~ V with 
Ico'(X)l- [D'(X)[ < O, 
By (2.1)(ii) we may choose X so that G' ]X  and G'I(V-IO are both 
connected; and so G ] X and G [ (V -  X) are both connected. By replacing X 
by V -  X if necessary, we may assume that s k ~ X. Now 
ICO'(X)I- IO'(X)l >~ ICO(X)[- ID(X)I- 3 
because only one edge of G has been deleted and only two extra pairs (s i, ti) 
have been added. Moreover, I CO'(X)I -- I D'(X)I is even, and so 
Ico'(X)l- I O'(X)l = -2  
and 
I CO(X)I - I D(X)I = 0. 
Thus X is critical, by (2.3), and so by choice of e, j ,  either a, b q iX  or 
t k E X. On the other hand, 
I CO' (X)I - f D' (X)I = I O(X)I - I D(X)I  - 2. 
Hence  t k E X ,  b E X ,  and a ~ X. But this is impossible because 
C I (Xn  V(C))  must be a path, since X is critical. This completes the proof. 
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